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Our passion is developing thoughtful designs and highly functional medical devices that 
work for surgeons, to improve patient outcomes. SAGICO, Spinal Analytics & Geometri-
cal Implant Company, an acronym that defines our mission statement, constantly 
thrives to improve spinal surgery options through bold and meaningful collaborations. 
SAGICO is a developer, manufacturer and distributor of spinal surgery appliances that 
are FDA regulatory compliant. SAGICO’s corporate and administrative offices are based 
in Tampa, Florida.

With first to market technology, SAGICO is the exclusive provider of spinal hardware and 
restoration technology developed from its own pipeline of products. With a design team 
capable of taking SAGICO’s advanced surgical techniques from concept to successful FDA 
clearance, our team of creative based engineers work within the most stringent confines 
based on direct surgeon input dictated conclusively by patient outcomes and restoring 
sagittal balance. SAGICO has the ability to unlock the potential of the infancy of crafting 
new ideas to global deployment of product to the DOD/Veteran marketplace.

SAGICO has developed, manufactured and distributed products in over 60 countries.    
SAGICO’s validated progression of established interactive medical community feedback 
allows SAGICO to move in a rapid speed to market the development of new technologies. By 
digitizing their methods that govern how a new idea is brought to production such as R&D, 
product launch, and testing to ensure timely delivery to the operating room. Our partners 
in institutions of academia and medical facilities globally are encouraged to bring new 
advancements as we seamlessly move in parallel to the thoughts of our surgeons while 
offering a benefit to those DOD/Veteran patients suffering from intractable pain. 
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